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SYMBIT
(Synchronization Model for Belgian Inland Transport)

The objective of our paper is to introduce a model which

integrates information flows with physical movement of assets.

Our SYnchronization Model for Belgian Inland Transport

(SYMBIT) has the ability to simulate and evaluate movements of

physical assets based on firing rules and triggering events such

as newly incoming order requests, insertion of extra service

points, altered delivery times caused by route deviations etc. The

SYMBIT architecture, tested herein for city distribution, can be

connected to inter-regional flows to assess one of the first

synchromodal door-to-door deliveries. The main motivation

behind SYMBIT’s development is the fragmentation of various

freight transport applications which present challenges in terms of

knowledge transferability and solution scalability. This is due to

the ad-hoc nature of current models which focus on specific

scales and geographical regions. The freight transport sector

lacks a uniform standard evaluation tool that is capable of

measuring freight transport performance, its resilience and

consequent impact from a holistic perspective. A model that would

take such a holistic perspective and allow, through its design, for

a combination of inter-regional and local flows, has not been fully

develop yet.

The supply chain collaboration concept introduced in the

European Horizon 2020 Citylab project, presents a good

opportunity to test the reactive and decentralized behavior of

SYMBIT’s agents. This city case was chosen to demonstrate

SYMBIT’s scalability and transferability; in other words, the

author’s intention is to show that the model’s approach can be up-

scaled to a European level, but also down-scaled to a city level,

without using a different model structure, software or approach.

The case application in this paper concerns only the ‘ad hoc part’

of SYMBIT due to the scope of the study area.
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Motivation & Objectives Methodology

Case application and results

Research Outlook

- Scalable and transferable

- Stochastic and dynamic interactions

- Detailed spatial and temporal awareness of moving and stationary assets

- Decentralized agent behaviour to test current practices and new autonomous systems and structures

- Ability to simulate and evaluate movements of physical assets based on firing rules and triggering events

Key Characteristics

Moving agents move between and

within stationary agents by following

procedural or algorithmic logic

prescribed by the modeler. Geo-

coded locations of ports and

terminals that are connected by

inland waterways, railways and

roads, form the model’s main

skeleton. Retailers, distribution

centers and shippers are coded ad-

hoc, depending on the case study

and geographical scope.

The main elements of our approach

are:

1) Agent-based modelling that link

decentralized micro behavior of

moving agents with an

aggregated macro level to

target the system of interest.

2) Geographic Information System

(GIS) provides the agents with

spatial and temporal attributes

related to the Erath’s surface.

3) Discrete even simulation

accounting for processes and

operations of decision making

and stationary agents.

Barge agent
Truck agent

Train agent

Terminal agent

Ports and Terminals Navigable waterways, railways and main roads Detailed urban infrastructure (case specific)

Stationary agents

Moving agents

Ports Terminals DCs Shippers

Barge Train Truck Van

An illustration of stationary and moving agents placed in the GIS environment

Illustration of the study area. The right image 

represents the road shapefile that is overlaid 

by a tile layer on the left side.

ShopCar [50]

OwnTotal/WebTotal/DnmTotal

Ftfd

(km)

Fds

(km)

Tdsc

(km)

Total distance (km)

and share  (%)

Pharmacy/Shop 

mean order 

delivery time 

(hours)

S1: 1 895 (100%) / 0 (0%) / 0 (0%) 51 789 n.a. 9 286 61 075 (84.8/n.a./15.2) 1.3/ n.a.

S2: 1 660 (87.8%) / 133 (7.0%) / 97 (5.1%) 51 936 714 8 650 61 300 (84.7/31.2/14.1) 1.4/ 2.01

S3: 1 658 (90%) / 116 (6.3%) / 68 (3.7%) 52 404 1 085 8 730 62 219 (84.2/1.7/14) 1.4 / 2.14

S4: 1 847 (100%) / 0 (0%) / 0 (0%) 32 865 n.a. 9 387 42 252 (77.8/n.a./22.2) 1.05 / n.a.

S5: 1 678 (89.2%) / 130 (6.9%) / 74(3.9%)  33 460 810 8 847 43 117 (77.6/1.9/20.5) 1.2 / 1.5

c

NightShop [50]

Pharmacy [28]

c

c

Central DC

Distributor DC

Central DC

Distributor DC
Ftruck [3]

In total 5 scenarios are simulated for one month:

- S1: the baseline scenario (‘Business as usual’)

with 100% of own pick-ups and 0% of

replenishments are ordered online, the distributor

uses its current DC.;

- S2: 10% of all replenishments are ordered online,

the distributor uses its current DC.

- S3: 10% of all replenishments ordered online.

The distributor delivers to the pharmacies from

their DC in Kortenberg, pharmacies are delivered

first, during the return trip they pick-up store

deliveries (if there are any) at the centrally located

DC and deliver those to the store before returning

to Kortenberg (see figure above).

- S4: 0% of replenishments are ordered online, the

distributor uses a centrally located DC and the

Kortenberg location is ignored.

- S5: 10% of all replenishments are ordered online,

a centrally located DC is used

Generate demand 3 to 6 times per week

Generate demand 1 to 3 times per day

Shipper

Results

When comparing S4 and S5 to S1 and S2, the pharmacy mean

delivery time decreased by 20 to 30 minutes. This development

may give the Ftrucks extra time to serve more shop orders and

consequently reduce the number of ShopCars in Brussels.

Additionally, a lower lead-time could be offered to storeowners,

which might in return increase their likelihood to order online. It

can be inferred that the new central location has a very significant

impact on the total number of kilometers driven as well as delivery

times. The table bellow offers answers to research questions 1

and 2. In terms of the overall system performance (research

question 3), the order integration yielded more total kilometers for

S2, S3 and S5 since the short ShopCar distances to the nearest

supermarkets were replaced by longer Ftruck distances. Future

research should thus focus on this effect in terms of PM, NOx and

CO2 emission based on the type of vehicles and engines used by

Distributor trucks (Ftrucks) and night shop cars (ShopCars).

However, The main positive aspect was the lower number of shop

cars on the streets as the amount of trips reduced by (87) 4.5%

(results not displayed in table bellow).

𝑂𝑤𝑛𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙: number of events that resulted in own pick-up of 

goods

𝑊𝑒𝑏𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙: number of events that resulted in placing an order on-line

𝐷𝑛𝑚𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙: number of times shop owners wanted to order on-line, but 

the service was closed

𝐹𝑡𝑓𝑑: total distance of Distributor’s truck fleet

𝐹𝑑𝑠: extra distance to a shop

𝑇𝑑𝑠𝑐: total distance of shop cars

More work is needed in terms of geographical clustering and speed parameter variability since all moving agents roam the environment at 50 km/h. The agent calibration and geographical order clustering are subject to

ongoing research. The goal is to demonstrate the decentralized agent behaviors, their movements, data collection and information exchange. Furthermore the aim is also to showcase how time measuring processes in

discrete event blocks can be linked to a more detailed (white box) logic of moving agents and consequently reconnected back to the discrete event logic blocks within stationary agents (as demonstrated with Ftrucks and

Distributor DC). The case application in this paper concerns only the ‘ad hoc part’ of SYMBIT (see figure in methodology) given the scope of the study area, timing and page limit. Future work will thus showcase a complete

assessment which will include city/urban distribution as well as inter-regional flows. In terms of model improvement, agent movement calibration will be carried out by incorporating real-time data feeds from commercial

sources.

Distributor

Disruption management
Symbit can evaluate system responsiveness to disruptions by making use of decentralized

reconfiguration protocols, and assess potential risk severity and its consequent impact via Monte Carlo

experiments. When exposed to perturbations, it calculates other modal alternatives in terms of ETAs,

cost, fill rates, emissions and lead-times.
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